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ABSTRACT

Topological Higgs mechanism in higher dimeniioni it analysed when ordinary Higgs
potential exists. It is shown that if one-form B-field becomes massive by the ordinary Higgs
mechanism, another D - 2 form C field also becomei massive through topological term in addition
to the topologies! mass generation by the topological Higgs mechanism. Moreover we investigate
this mechanism in ihtee dimensional theories, that is to say, Chem-Simons theory and more general
theory.
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December 1989

quantum held theories hiive recently receive*I much atten-
tion. Many theories have dealt wjlli three or four s|>,ice-time dimensionf]].
More recently, higher dimensional topologicnl quantum Grid I henries lime
also been proposcd[2],[3]. These theories arc distinguished l>y the fad (li-it
liicy possess imiisnal new symmetries mid involve interactions of higher
rank forms etc. They might be useful for understanding tiic higher dimen-
sional topological invariants such as linking miitil>or[l] and be relevant to
string Held theory.

One of the intriguing features of gauge theories containing lopulog-
ical terms is the so-called topological Higgs mechanism, that is to say,
gauge fields acquire masses and spins with maintaining the local gauge
invariance. This phenomenon is first found within the framework of three
dimensional gauge theory with Chcrn-Siumns term in the iioiicovarianl
Coulomb gange(5], and is also recently analyzed in a manifestly covnri-
nnt gauge[G]. Recently, it is found that Lite three dimensional lopological
Higgs mechanism has anatunal generalization for higher dimensional the-
ory [2] in cases of both abclian[7] and nonabclian gauge thcories[S].

The purpose of the present paper is to study the mass generation
mechamism in abclian gauge theories with the Higgs potential as well «s
topological term. It is interesting to understand the relation between the
topological Niggs mechanism and the ordinary Higgs mechanism in an
arbitrary space-time dimension.

Now we begin with reviewing the lopologkal Higgs mechanism in
higher dimensional gauge theory with the lopological term[7],[<S]

S - - (-' JLB A * IB

AC A

where B and C arc respectively an u form and a D-n-1 form fields, * i?

the Hodge dual operator, and A ' s 'l'e Cartan's wedge product, which

we omit to write from now on for simplicity. The classical equations of

motion arc easily derived and given by
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l"n>m (2) ;III<| {.)), we have Hi at

A Ah - MX dd - o

= 0 (5)

These equations are equations of motion for 1.lie transverse COIUJKHII-III-S

of H and C fields, and tlicy clearly represent B and C fields with mass Jik.
I t seems thai we have obtained two massive fields through lopologiral
tortn frinii two masslcss fields, but this statement is wrong. Instead,
we have obtained one massive field, since B and C fields are already
related by the original field equations (2) and (3), so that they express
only different components of the same field. In fact, the counting of the
degrees of freedom of physical states makes clear this fact. Originally,
(here are two massless states, so that we have

)'(::-,)•(':')
(6)

as physical degrees of freedom. This number is equal to that of physical
degrees of freedom of one massive antisymmetric field with n or D-n-1
indices.

Next., we would like to introduce the ordinary Iliggs potential for only
B field in (.he action (1), but in order to do so we have to restrict B field
to be one-form, since the exterior derivative couples with only one-form
field to make the covariaul derivative. Consider the following action

S = - j f JB + r <-

y (7)
where <' becomes a. !)-2 form field, and <b and v are respectively 0-for in
complex field and real number. The covariant derivative i) is defined as

t> <J> = U$> •+ «•' f 6 f ( s )
- < f 8 ^ (9)

.1

The gauge transformations are

(10)

(11)

(12)

where 0f(x) and pCx) arc 0-forin and I) 1 form gauge parame-
ters, respectively, and g is a coupling constant. Note that there are still
reducible symmetries for C field when D ^ 3.

The field operator <p develops a vacuum expectation value

If we write (p in terms of the real fields (J> and <£

we can choose

<$,) = V , < <&> =: 0

by a global rotational invariance. With the shifted fields

we have

(15)

Note that (f̂  corresponds to the mnssless Goldstoue bosun. As ;i
conventional choice, we take the unitary gauge, that is

- <" J (*)/v . I
7 =

(18)
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In this gauge, | (X) •'>»<' V tt) correspond to ^ f x ) a n d (i'



respi-cl.ivi-ly. 11 is easy to rewrite the. action (7) in terms of G, C, and 5

The result, is 1 lint

( Y

(19)

where we wrote the interaction terms without using the differential form.

Wo can see that V(X) field becomes massive, lliat is, the Iliggs particle,

and the would-be Goldstone boson ^ fl) is absorbed into G field.

Neglecting the interaction terms, the classical field equations for G

and C fields are (hat

- d* d. <k + ( 9V)1 * Q + /* dC = O (20)

- d* MC + A A<r = O < 2 1 >

From (20) and (21), we obtain that

= 0 (22)

( . A - ( >» x +t jV> 1 ) J fdC - 0 (23)

£<T = 0 (24)

whore <j denotes the adjoint operator. Note that

rd - 'A - d s
is the usual transverse projection operator. Eq.(2-1) holds in case of gv ^

0 assuming ^ V̂  0

From (2'J) and (2'J), we might think that the trasverse components

of G and (.'• fields liave acquired tile same mass ]»?-+• ( 511)1 • ''"'•

we should be careful with G field. Returning to the original equations of

motion (20), we see that all components of G field have appeared in this

equation, thus we expect, that 1)-1 components of C field have .icqum-d

mass J ^ ' f (ay)1 1 which is checked by liie counting of physical degrees

of freedom as below. Before spontaneous syinmelry breaking, we had two

scalar fields tp( , <^ and two massless licld B and C _

The total nuitiber of degrees of freedom is

& ~ i -^ - D+l (25)
0 - 2. /

After the symmetry breaking, we have only one scalar field r> and

one massive field G ^ and one field CA __h whoso only transverse

components are massive. The total number of physical degrees of freedom

is therefore

/ + f ; / ' ' " ( D - 2 ) = ^ + ' ( 2 6 )

Thus, the total number of physical degrees of freedom is equal both before

and after spontaneous symmetry breaking. It is very interesting to realize

that even if we have introduced the Iliggs potential only for B field in order

to liave mass, C field has also acquired the same mass Hi rough the effect

of topological term. Moreover, tiotc that B field has become massive by

absorbing not transverse components of C field but the Goldstone boson.

Let us investigate another possibility. We try to introduce the ordi-

nary Iliggs potentials for both B and C fields in action (1). This (imp we

have to restrict both B and C fields to lie one-form, and space-lime to be

three dimensional. Consider the following action

(27)

where (lie fourth and last terms are respectively the iliggs potentials foi



H ,iml <: fit-Ms. 'I lit- deliiiilion of I lie covariatit dcrivalive 1) is defined as

-V i f C? <28>

T h e gauge t r ans fo rmat ions are (10), (11) ami similarly

( 3 0 )

( 3 1 )c w 7 ~ * c (x> % ?
where 8(X> and g is respectively a O-fonn gauge parameter and a coupling

constant.

In this model, we can also proceed to discuss in an analogous way as

(13) ^ - (I!)), so that we do not. repeat here. If we denote

|_ "^

where § fX.| is the would-be Goldstonc boson, we can derive the classical

field equations for G and II fields as follows

- JL*dH

v ) 1 * Gf + =- O

1'ioni (;V!) and (31), if we assume that

uhtain Hint

0 and

(33)

(34)

0, we

£ <k = O (36)

SH = o
(37)
(38)

lyj.'s (:r>) /-N_ (38) represent that G field has two massive components
with square masses

?+ C JC)1+/j/

(39)

and also for II field. Note that the square masses that we have obtained

arc not a simple linear combination of JJ^- , (gv)* and (gv)^" , but

rather a complicated expression as (U9).

If we would like to consider the three dimensional Cheni Sitnons the-
ory, we simply set

= H (40)
,Uuis

(_ £f - (/** 1 ) A +

= 0 (42)

where we have dciioled llic gauge connection field as A which have al-
ready absorbed the Goldstone boson. Eq.'s (41) and (42) represent that
A field lias srpinro masses

K )
Therefore, we have obtained two massive modes with masses (If) hi A,

which is shown to be physical states from the counting of physical degrees

of freedom.

In conclusion, we have analyzed the topological Iliggs mechanism with

the ordinary Higgs mechanism in higher and throe dimensions. We have

shown that, both mass generation mechanisms come together into cause

the interesting mass generation phenomena.

We think that these phenomena, might have some direct applications,

for instance, For anomalous U(l) siring theory and high 'l^suporcnmliictiv-

ity[9]. On the one hand, we can conclude the following fart for I he four

dimensional anomalous U{]) string theory, In this theory, the sccoud-

S



r a n k I C I I S I P I - i i c l i l w o u l d h a v e t l i c s a m e n i a . s s a s l.hfi U ( l ) u n i i ^ c field b y

tin; HIXIVC ment ioned mass general ion mrchfinism. Therefore , I lie socond-

rank Icnsiii- Held, which has one physical degree of freedom, namely es-

sentially ono scalar lield, con not l>e used ns nxion. On (lie o ther hand ,

for three- diincnsioiiiil Cherr i -Simnns theory with the ord inary HiRgs [»o-

lonlinl , llse gange field has two jihysiral IIKKICS, whose one m o d e with a

liclicily li.vs sin,ill mass and ano the r mode with the oppos i te helicity lias

l a r j j c m a s s n.s ]ii['iili<Hied(-l.'t)-

And it is interesting to quantize these models in a manifestly covariant
way a In BitS, and examine tlic particle content in more dclail. This study
is now in prngrrss[l()].
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